MUSTE organises a series of online talks which will be available as recordings for all those who are interested. The opening and closing talks will have a live version.

12 March (live, 13.00 h)
Prof Francisco Cortés (Universidad de La Laguna): Why should I study the Lexicon? Answers from around us.

15—21 March
Dr Luis Puente-Castelo (Universidade da Coruña/University of Birmingham): Corpus Linguistics: What is it and what can I use it for?

22 March — 4 April
Dr Leida Maria Monaco (Universidad de Oviedo): Corpus compilation: How do I build my own corpus?

5—11 April
Prof Pascual Cantos (Universidad de Murcia): Do I really need mathematics in linguistic studies?

19—25 April
Dr María-José Esteve Ramos (Universitat Jaume I/University of Glasgow): Historical Linguistics: why should I study the history of English?

26 April — 2 May
Dr Margarita Mele Marrero (Universidad de La Laguna): "On the margins of the standardization of English"

3—9 May
Prof Isabel de la Cruz Cabanillas (Universidad de Alcalá): "Changes in words and changes in meaning"

21 May (live, 12.00 h)
Prof Jeremy Smith (University of Glasgow): An Intro to medieval texts and manuscripts
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